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Story:  Henry Hikes to Fitchburg by D. B. Johnson 

 

Reading #1: from Consecrating the Ordinary by Rachel Naomi Remen1   

It is said that the Christian mystic Theresa of Avila found difficulty at first in reconciling 

the vastness of the life of the spirit with the mundane tasks of her Carmelite convent - the 

washing of pots, the sweeping of floors, the folding of laundry.  At some point of grace, the 

mundane became for her a sort of prayer, a way she could experience her ever-present 

connection to the divine pattern which is the source of life.  She began then to see the face of 

God in the folded sheets. 

People can most easily recognize mystery when it presents itself in dramatic ways.  The 

person who heals for unknown reasons when all hope is gone, the angelic visitation, the life-

altering coincidence.  We seem to be able to hear God best when [God] shouts:  even Moses 

required a burning bush, and Jesus’ disciples needed him to feed multitudes with a single fish.  

Yet mystery is as common as a trip to the grocery store.  ...  Some of us can only notice miracles.  

Some of us can only see in times of crisis.  Yet we can all learn to see God in the folded sheets. 

 

Reading #2 from Inventing Sin by George Ella Lyon2 

God is fed up 

All the oceans she gave us 

All the fields 

All the acres of steep seedful forests... 

God sees us now 

gorging ourselves & 

starving our neighbors 

starving ourselves & 

storing our grain 

& She says 

I’ve had it... 

Now you come crying ... 

 
1 Rachel Naomi Remen, Kitchen Table Wisdom (Riverhead Books, 1996), 282. 
2 As quoted on the Blog of Saint Luke's Episcopal Church in Gresham, OR 

http://reddoorsblog.blogspot.com/2009/06/inventing-sin.html 

 

http://reddoorsblog.blogspot.com/2009/06/inventing-sin.html
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Send us a miracle 

Prove that you exist 

Look at your hand, I say 

Listen to your sacred heart... 

I set you down 

a miracle among miracles 

You want more 

It’s your turn 

You show me 

 

Reflection 

When I was a child, my family celebrated Christmas.  We also celebrated St Nicholas 

Day on Dec 5 - setting out our shoes when we went to bed, and finding little things in them in the 

morning, like a treat and maybe a book or other small gift.  It was something to look forward to, 

but it always felt like a teaser - the beginning of intense anticipation for the really exciting day, 

Christmas.  December was such a long month, waiting through ordinary day after ordinary day, 

eyes fixed on the special one to come. 

We too, are in a time of waiting.  Perhaps for Christmas, or another holiday, or to be done 

with the holidays - or maybe for a break, a test result, January 20th, the vaccine, or some 

undefined better time because this one is just so hard ...  We’re all waiting for something.   

And that something is probably not today.  For most of us, December 13 is a pretty 

ordinary day.  It’s the third Sunday of advent this year, so there’s that, but no major religious or 

national holidays seem to fall regularly on this day.  I did discover that this is national violin day, 

national horse day, and national ice cream day - you might find something there to celebrate.  

And today may have a particular meaning for you.  But for most of us, whatever we’re waiting 

for, today probably isn’t it. 

It’s good to have something to look forward to - it gives us an orientation and keeps us 

going in hard times.  And yet, I wonder how many ordinary days and ordinary moments - like 

this one - I’ve missed because they were not the one I was waiting for?  How often have we been 

so intent on getting to Fitchburg that we miss the miracles along the way? 

In this season of miracles, there’s the Christmas miracle of the birth of Jesus; and the 

Hannukah miracle of the little vial of oil that lasted for 8 days.  Stories of extraordinary moments 

in the lives of ordinary people. We, too, have miracles.  Not, generally, the magic trick kind, but 

we have times of awareness of the amazing, awe-inspiring blessings in our lives, gifts freely 

given to us that we do not fully understand - the bird outside my window, the snoring dog at my 

feet, a newborn child, the falling rain, the color purple, these hands that somehow type words, 

folded sheets, blackberries, the dinner on my plate, the presence of a beloved, our very living 

selves.  All these and so much more in our ordinary days are miracles, when we perceive them 

that way.  When we allow them, once in a while, to stop us in our tracks, astonish us, and reveal 

a glimpse of a Love that is so much bigger than we can imagine.   
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Whatever else is going on (and there is a lot else going on), there are these miracles.  

Even today.   

The thing about these miracles is ... they’re easy to miss.   

I miss them all the time.  Partly because noticing miracles doesn’t come naturally to me.  

And partly because when times are hard, the last thing I want is someone telling me to count my 

blessings, look for the silver lining, start a gratitude list, or ... notice the miracles.  At some level, 

I suspect I might be happier if I do, but I rarely appreciate the suggestion.  So if you’re itching to 

switch me off right about now, I get it.  But before you do ... I’m not suggesting that we notice 

miracles so we can be happier, or to make those relentlessly cheerful people around us happier, 

although either of those might happen.  I’m suggesting noticing miracles because it just might 

save the world. 

Come with me on this:    So much in our world - our culture, economic system, 

institutions - have at their core an assumption of scarcity.  Everything is in short supply - there 

isn’t enough to go around.  It’s an assumption that we mostly don’t challenge, because it matches 

our experience.  Scarcity is real.  It’s with some of us right now.  If we’re fortunate enough to not 

experience scarcity in this moment, we probably fear it in the future, for ourselves or those we 

love.  And in that fear, we cling to whatever we have, and accumulate more than we need, if we 

can - a little cushion of security in a world where others are opponents in a great competition for 

survival.    

This assumption of scarcity all around us and within us is tearing us apart as people and 

as a country.  A scarcity of power leads to hierarchies, and domination and oppression that show 

up as nationalism, systemic inequality, hostility toward immigrants, and anti-Blackness.  It also 

prevents global cooperation on climate change, as our country continues its massively 

disproportionate consumption of the earth’s resources.  When things feel scarce, we fear losing 

what we have, even if we have more than our share. 

And it keeps well-meaning, privileged people - like me - from really challenging the 

culture and systems that we inhabit.  It keeps us doing our justice work around the edges - we 

want justice for all, and we fear losing what we have.  A slogan like “defund the police” feels 

very uncomfortable in that privilege, even when we understand the deeper meaning behind the 

phrase and the impact such a resource shift could have for people who have been oppressed for 

generations.  Immersed in a culture rooted in scarcity, we lose the ability to imagine another 

way.  

Scarcity breeds fear, fear leads to division, and division brings us more scarcity.  And 

round and round and round we go. Through systems rooted in a belief in scarcity, we make 

actual scarcity a lived reality for far too many.   

I can imagine God being fed up. 

But ... there are those miracles.  Inspiring amazement and joy, but more than that -  

pointing us to an abundance that is here, now.  Asking us what might be different - in this 

moment, in our lives, in the world - if we started with an assumption of that abundance? And 

calling us into action - to repair what is broken in the world - not because of the brokenness but 

because of the miracles.  
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Repairing what is broken takes spiritual work, for if we are to change the systems we 

must change ourselves.  There are many ways to get to Fitchburg.  It’s not about whether we 

walk or ride, whether we build ourselves a raft or work for someone else.  The difference comes 

in what we choose to notice on the way.  We should attend to the hurt and brokenness, but the 

spiritual work is choosing to also notice the miracles in the ordinary places, so that we may come 

to know - in our bones - the rich abundance of this world.  And then allow that abundance to 

challenge our assumption of scarcity, open us to joy and generosity, and make us less fearful and 

less willing to buy into a worldview built on scarcity.   Our attending to miracles is an act of 

resistance against the forces that would keep us competing with one another, isolated and afraid.  

And when that happens, we might just come together in ways so startlingly life-giving that we 

show god a miracle.   

Recently I revised my nightly gratitude practice - now, every evening before I go to sleep 

I think of three miracles that came my way that day.  Thinking of these mundane pieces of my 

life as miracles is a challenge for me, but when I do it changes how I feel about them, and it 

changes me.  I’m still not very good at noticing miracles, and I have yet to see god in folded 

sheets.  But the more I attend to the miracles in my life, the more I know that a world of scarcity 

is not the only way. 

If you are one of those who can only notice miracles, blessings to you.  Keep doing what 

you’re doing.  And if  - like me - you are sometimes miracle-challenged, I invite you into a 

discipline, a spiritual practice of intentionally noticing and naming the miracles in your life.  On 

this day and every ordinary day.  Even when times are hard.  Maybe especially when times are 

hard.  Perhaps it will bring us joy.  Perhaps it will save the world. 

May it be so. 

Amen 

 

 

 

 

 

 


